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A CASE FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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At Isobar, we’ve spent 20 years advising companies on their digital strategies and helping 

them build leading digital experiences. Our clients include HBO, Enterprise, and the U.S. Air 

Force. Public companies have struggled with these investments, questioning the size and 

speed of payback. Disruption is happening everywhere, but it’s easy to imagine one’s 

business has unique, high barriers to entry that others don’t. And, some of the most disruptive 

things companies can do—new digital business models, even new brands—can have long 

paybacks and cannibalize existing businesses. 

Isobar has always believed in a link between digital strength and shareholder value, for good 

and for ill. Companies that give only glancing attention to digital risk long-term value 

destruction. When we met alpha-DNA—a data provider to hedge funds that uses digital data 

to predict revenue growth—we knew we could prove our intuition was right and give clients an 

empirical way to measure their investments in digital transformation. 

alpha-DNA and Isobar have partnered to create the Digital Strength Index. The Index is an 

aggregate measure of the top 1,000 public companies. Based on over five years of data 

gathering, analysis, and benchmarking, the primary focus is to assess the digital performance 

of companies and translate that into forward-looking, topline growth expectations. We have 

proven the link between digital strength and shareholder value in a way that passes the 

rigorous standards of hedge funds.

The data shows that digital leaders outperform digital laggards in all industries versus simply 

those with visible disruption occurring (e.g., retail, media). It is also important to note that 

being a digital laggard may represent a fundamental business model challenge (e.g., retail 

store video rental like Blockbuster), but those business model challenges can be addressed 

(e.g., Netflix successfully pivoted from mailing DVDs to content streaming) with a proper digital 

transformation strategy. 

It is also important to note that being an experience led company does not inoculate you from 

disruption, as LinkedIn’s eclipsing of online recruiting pioneer Monster illustrates. Even Digital 

Strength, as defined by our own Index, does not inoculate companies from digital disruption. It 

is possible to gain digital vitality through outsized offline and online media spending which 

drives traffic to web, mobile, and social channels. While effective in the short term, companies 

should fundamentally embrace digital transformation as a more sustainable form of 

competitive advantage. 

CEOs and boards should strongly consider Digital Strength as they contemplate the 

investments required to transform their businesses in the digital economy. While success may 

follow a different investment profile and metrics than they are used to, Digital Strength will 

translate into revenue increases and improvement in shareholder value.



Despite the recent decline in overall disposable income and economic disruption Consumer 

Staples remains one of the largest industries, consistently growing over the past five years. 

While that statement may seem unsurprising knowing that expenditures on food alone equate 

to 13% of household budgets1 what is surprising is where the growth is coming from. Up until 

recently the majority of category trends were shaped by the large, traditional brands we all 

know and grew up with. But, the industry is shifting and smaller players are the ones who are 

disrupting the market, primarily through digital prowess, their use of data-driven consumer 

insights and their ability to pivot quickly to connect with their customers -- often in fun and 

unique ways. In fact, Consumer Staples showed growth last year even with 90 of the top 100 

brands losing market share2.

In 2014, Baby Boomers and Senior citizens accounted for more than half of the United States’ 

Consumer Staples expenditure, but that percentage is quickly shifting as Millennials start 

gaining significant purchasing power. By 2020 it’s expected that Millennials will account for 

30% of all retail expenditures3 and, as digital natives, their purchasing motivations and 

expectations align much less with traditional packaged goods marketing strategies. And, while 

ecommerce is an important part of this evolution (with 10% of industry sales projected to be 

completed online by 2020) the bigger trend is that shopping channels are changing more 

rapidly than ever before. Just over half of Millennials shop at least once a week in brick and 

mortar stores, with that number diving down to 44% of the Gen Xers who follow them4.

CONSUMER STAPLES INTRODUCTION

So, what’s the secret “digital sauce”? Is brand loyalty as we know it dead? Are legacy brands 

fading away while challengers are taking the lead?

Not necessarily. While it’s true that smaller companies are stealing market share from larger 

Consumer Staples organizations, the brands who are winning are the players who are 

listening to their customers. The brands that are taking the time to have a two-way 

conversation, acknowledging what consumers want and adapting their messaging and 

approach to meet those needs. And, the most effective way to do that is through building 

digital strength. It’s about changing your approach to not only acknowledge what’s happening, 

but to then serve up experiences that connect with customers beyond the mere functional: 

seamlessly incorporating a brand into their lifestyle because it naturally belongs there. Digitally 

native Consumer Staples brands have a slight advantage given their inherent agility and 

direct-to-consumer distribution models, but larger, legacy brands have the structure and 

resources to focus and serve up more customer-centric experiences that align with their 

consumers’ needs.
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RECORD 

REVENUE

During Q2, the market overall saw continued record revenue 

growth with soaring corporate profits spilling over from Q1. In 

the words of one S&P Dow Jones Indices analyst, “Earnings 

have been good no matter how you measure them.”

Despite on-going trade worries and growing geopolitical 

tensions, businesses are enjoying a wave of favorable 

tailwinds buoyed by large tax cuts and strong economic 

growth. 

On a per share basis (EPS), in Q2, nearly 80% of S&P 500 

companies reported positive earnings surprises; a higher 

percentage than both one-year and 5-year trailing averages. 

This is the highest percentage since FactSet began tracking 

this data in 2008.

REVENUE GROWTH OVER LAST DECADE
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Q2 2018: REVENUE PERFORMANCE BY SECTOR

FINANCIALS

CONSUMER 
STAPLES

HEALTH CARE

ENERGY

MATERIALS

CONSUMER 
DISCRETIONARY

TELECOM 
SERVICES

UTILITIES

AVERAGE SIZE ($MM) GROWTH %
MAGNITUDE OF 

REVENUE SURPRISE %
GROWTH STRETCH %

INDUSTRIALS

INDUSTRIES

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY

REAL ESTATE

Q2 2018 was a banner quarter in revenue 

growth and financial performance. All 11 

sectors delivered growth and positive 

earnings surprises during the quarter. 

The 11 sectors are sorted by average 

revenue size. For example, Telecom had a 

touch under $93B in revenue last quarter 

divided among seven companies. Whereas 

Information Technology had $457B in 

revenue divided among 142 companies.

Consumer Staples has the second largest 

average revenue at $8.6B across 50 

companies and grew at 4.2% - a modest 

rate compared to other sectors.
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$445
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7.1%
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17.3%
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15.1%

10.3%

0.9%

1.3%
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1.7%

3.0%

1.3%

1.5%

0.0%

0.7%

1.8%

2.6%

7.1%

-2.1%

-0.9%

-3.1%

-4.4%

-3.8%

-2.9%

-0.4%

-0.6%

-4.6%

-3.1%

$
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As part of our ongoing 

Digital Strength Index 

(DSI) study—Isobar and 

alpha-DNA evaluate 

Consumer Staples.

HOUSEHOLD 

PRODUCTS

TOBACCO

FOOD & 

STAPLES 

RETAILING 

FOOD 

PRODUCTS

BEVERAGES

PERSONAL 

PRODUCTS
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-1.5%

1.8%

1.2%

64.6%

3.3%

Average revenue generated in the most recent quarter

YoY revenue growth generated in the most recent quarter

% of companies beating analysts’ consensus 

revenue expectations last quarter

Average amount by which companies beat consensus 

revenue expectations in the most recent quarter

Revenue YoY growth rate expected for next quarter 

based on the consensus revenue estimate

MAGNITUDE OF 

REVENUE SURPRISE

% REPORTING POSITIVE 

REVENUE SURPRISE

SIZE

GROWTH

EXPECTATION 

FOR GROWTH

GROWTH STRETCH
Expected change in YoY growth rates from the most recent 

quarter to next quarter based on sequential acceleration

$8.0B

CONSUMER 

STAPLES 

PERFORMANCE 

Q2: 2018

Overall for the quarter, the YoY revenue performance 

of the 50 Consumer Staples companies we reviewed in 

this report have average revenue of $8B in Q2 2018 

and 3.3% growth rate.  

REVENUE PERFORMANCE FOR THE TOP 50 US CONSUMER STAPLES 

COMPANIES
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SIZE ($MM) GROWTH %
MAGNITUDE OF 

REVENUE SURPRISE %
GROWTH STRETCH %

Q2 2018: CONSUMER STAPLES REVENUE PERFORMANCE BY 

DECILE

$32,196

$5,567

$2,328

$1,228

$359

17.4%

10.3%

4.1%

2.2%

-4.9%

7.2%

1.7%

0.6%

-0.2%

-1.6%

10.3%

-0.3%

-1.9%

-3.8%

-11.4%
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The Consumer Staples industry is 

made up a few big players, like 

Walmart, CVS and Kroger which 

fall into this category, and many 

more smaller companies, like 

Castle Brands and Craft Brew 

Alliance that are challenging larger 

players.

This results in a wide variance in 

revenue - the top 20% of 

companies have average revenue 

that is roughly 6 times that of the 

closest decile.

Most Consumer Staples companies 

reported positive growth.  We see a 

wide spread in results with the top 

20% reported an impressive 17.4% 

while the  bottom 20% lost -4.9%.  

The industry, and really the market 

as a whole, is expected to slow 

down which is reflected in negative 

Growth Stretch %s for all but the 

top deciles.

%
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SIZE ($MM) GROWTH %
MAGNITUDE OF 

REVENUE SURPRISE %
GROWTH STRETCH %

Q2 2018: CONSUMER STAPLES REVENUE PERFORMANCE BY 

SUB-SECTOR

$32,145

$6,303

$4,684

$4,003

$3,777

$1,645

2.2%

5.2%

2.7%

7.5%

-0.8%

10.1%

1.1%

2.2%

1.3%

-0.2%

0.2%

1.6%

-0.2%

-3.8%

-0.9%

-3.3%

-6.6%

-5.6%

FOOD AND 

STAPLES 

RETAILING

TOBACCO

HOUSEHOLD 

PRODUCTS

FOOD 

PRODUCTS

BEVERAGES

PERSONAL 

PRODUCTS

Looking at the sub-sectors within 

Consumer Staples, Personal 

Products showed the greatest 

change in growth while 

Beverages was the only category 

to decline.  

Personal Products companies 

saw standout growth this quarter 

buoyed Nu Skin Enterprises at 

28% and strong quarterly results 

from Estee Lauder and Herbalife. 

Beverages declined overall 

driven down by -8% YOY growth 

at Coca-Cola and offset by 

positive growth at smaller 

companies like Boston Beer 

Company and Castle Brands.
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THE DIGITAL 

STRENGTH 

INDEX

When dealing with digital, you’re dealing with 

endless amounts of data. Not only is there the 

challenge of gathering the right data, but also how 

you interpret it and what it means for your 

business.

DIGITAL DATA

alpha-DNA collects many different types of digital performance measures from multiple data sources available 

commercially and publicly. The data is broad-based and includes various data types across websites, search, and 

social platforms. Data is sourced from multiple providers for the same type of measures to reduce noise. The data 

sources are continuously re-evaluated and appropriately re-weighted over time. In terms of scale, on a monthly basis, 

alpha-DNA tracks more than 75 billion digital consumer interactions to hone in on change in velocity across 

businesses.

DIGITAL BUREAU

Digital identities are defined for the top 1,000 public companies by building, maintaining, and updating a proprietary 

Digital Bureau of companies and brands. Entity definitions for a company need to be updated continuously, often times 

manually, and cannot be bought off-the-shelf. Raw digital data is then cleaned and aggregated into time series 

associated with each digital entity. Furthermore, aggregating all the digital entities owned by a company to represent a 

single stock ticker has its own weighting and algorithmic complexities. This unique dataset is a key component of the 

Digital Strength Index’s value.

DIGITAL PERFORMANCE

A proprietary scoring system ranks the top 1,000 companies every month on their overall performance strength across 

digital platforms (site, search, social, app) and consumer effectiveness (penetration, engagement, popularity). A “poll of 

polls” approach is used to combine many different digital dimensions sourced from multiple datasets to create weighted 

performance scores.

CONSTRUCTING THE INDEX

Algorithms systematically establish empirical relationships between digital consumer interaction trajectories and 

revenue change for each of the top 1,000 companies, looking back two-to-three years in history for each stock every 

month starting in 2012. More than 2,400 model formulations are considered for each stock ticker at any given point in 

time (e.g., monthly) to make a robust assessment.
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SECTOR SCORES
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CONS 

DISC

CONS 

STAPLES

ENERGY FINANCIAL HEALTH-

CARE

INDUSTRIAL INFO 

TECH

MATERIAL REAL 

ESTATE

TELECOM UTILITIES

# COMPANIES 212 55 68 133 109 148 158 56 79 8 41

OVERALL DSI 70 61 31 46 42 48 61 29 31 69 38

MAGNITUDE 75 70 23 47 38 48 59 31 23 73 40

SHARE 70 55 24 49 40 43 63 23 52 55 33

MOMENTUM 51 53 52 47 51 50 52 45 48 69 54

GROWTH 46 44 62 48 53 57 56 55 37 35 44

TRAJECTORY 55 45 44 48 51 51 52 48 52 46 46

Overall digital strength (DSI) is represented on a scale of 1 to 100 

Size of a company’s digital presence (web, search, social)

Volume of digital interactions

Share of digital relative to share of total revenue (offline + online)

Sequential digital acceleration in recent times

Forward-looking topline growth rate projections

Correlation of digital demand trends to overall revenue trends

It’s no surprise that Consumer Discretionary and Info Tech 

continue to lead given the high proportion of digital 

companies in their ranks.

When compared to the 11 sectors Consumer Staples is 

one of the highest performers. The industry has seen 

recent strength in Magnitude with the increasing 

prominence of D2C brands gaining traction in the market, 

but the lower trajectory indicates the industry is ripe for 

disruption as Consumer Staples companies best figure out 

how to meet customer needs through digital integration.



DIGITAL STRENGTH IS A 

LEADING GROWTH 

INDICATOR BY SECTOR

While digital strength is often seen as critical for industries 

in the throes of disruption (e.g., media, retail), it’s often 

assumed that it is less important for industries that are less 

digitally savvy (e.g., energy). However, a breakdown by 

sector shows that the Digital Strength Index is equally 

predictive of revenue growth across industries.

Even though the Consumer Staples sector overall has been 

growing, identified digital leaders in Consumer Staples 

outperformed digital laggards by 8.7%, which means on 

average companies in the top 30% of digital performance 

are disproportionally capturing the value of growth in 

Consumer Staples.

CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY 1.3% 4.4% 7.1%

CONSUMER STAPLES -3.8% 2.0% 4.9%

ENERGY -13.3% -10.1% 14.5%

HEALTHCARE 2.1% 8.2% 14.2%

INDUSTRIALS -1.8% 0.8% 6.6%

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY -3.7% 5.9% 13.8%

MATERIALS -3.8% -1.5% 6.9%

TELECOM SERVICES 0.6% 5.1% 9.2%

UTILITIES 1.2% 1.7% 5.7%

FOLLOWING YEAR STOCK PRICE 8.9% 10.4% 12.4%

Bottom 30%

(YoY% next year, average)

T O P L I N E  R E V E N U E  G R O W T H ,  B R E A K D O W N  B Y  S E C T O R  

Average Top 30%
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DIGITAL STRENGTH IS 

A STRONG PREDICTOR 

OF REVENUE GROWTH

The first question to be asked of any index is whether it is 

truly predictive. In this case, the top decile of digital strength 

companies have next year revenues of +14.5%, whereas the 

bottom decile has -7.8%—a 22.3-point difference between 

laggards and leaders in a single year. The index is even 

predictive in a shorter window, with a nearly 13-point 

difference between top and bottom companies in terms of 

beating quarterly revenue estimates. 

Compared to last year’s Topline Report, the top decile 

revenue growth YOY% increased by 4.9%. While digital may 

not be the only factor affecting this increase, as the world 

becomes increasingly more digital, the gap between the most 

and least digitally savvy companies seems to be expanding. 

+THE DIGITAL STRENGTH INDEX
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T O P L I N E  R E V E N U E  G R O W T H  Y O Y %

Top 1,000 companies rank order by our proprietary Digital Strength signal every month

(consensus expectation next quarter)

-8% -3% -1%

1% 3% 4% 4% 6% 7% 15%

LAGGARDS

POOR DIGITAL STRENGTH

GOOD DIGITAL STRENGTH

52% 54% 55% 58% 58% 59% 61% 65%58% 60%

Top-ranked stocks based on Digital Strength Index have beaten quarterly consensus revenue expectation ~65% 

of the time, compared to a revenue beat rate of only ~52% respectively for bottom-ranked stocks. 

%  O F  C O M P A N I E S  B E A T I N G  R E V E N U E  E S T I M A T E

Low DSI DECILE High

Low DSI DECILE High



FreshPet, a manufacturer of natural, fresh products for dogs and cats, has shown consistent growth and also has a high DSI score. To se t 

themselves apart in an increasingly crowded space, they are continually focused on innovation, understanding pet food custome rs and leveraging 

the emotional connection through digital means. 

To activate an omni-channel experience and connect with pet owners in more meaningful way, they have launched a variety of initiatives, such as 

a new podcast that just wrapped season one called “Pet Parents, Oversharing.” Another more socially heavy initiative, that la unched in Q4 of 2018, 

is a promotion called “Tattoo Pawlor” where consumers can upload a video or photo highlighting how they show love to their pet using the hashtag 

#TattooPawlor on social media5. 10 winners will get a free tattoo from a NYC shop, with a permanent way to showcase their love for their pets.

HIGH GROWTH AND HIGH DSI
Companies with a track record of strong growth and high DSI are well positioned 

GROWTH

DSI

COMPANY DSI YOY GROWTH %

CAMPBELL SOUP 98 33.4%

NU SKIN ENTERPRISES INC CLASS A 82 28.0%

FRESHPET INC 85 19.1%

CHURCH AND DWIGHT INC 95 14.5%

MCCORMICK & CO NON-VOTING INC 84 13.5%
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DECLINING GROWTH AND LOW DSI
Companies with a track record of poor growth and low DSI suggests serious headwinds in the future

GROWTH

DSI

COMPANY DSI YOY GROWTH %

COCA-COLA 42 -8.3%

TREEHOUSE FOODS 1 -4.4%

ALTRIA GROUP INC 28 -3.7%

PINNACLE FOODS INC. 3 -0.4%

Treehouse Foods, a food processing company who is the largest private-label supplier in the United States, has had a consistently low DSI Score for the 

past several quarters – dropping from a DSI of 16 in Q1 of 2018 to 1 in Q2. As a B2B brand this is not necessarily surprising.  Companies that focus on 

private-label distribution to grocery and foodservice often focus the most on improving their operating margins. Treehouse has done just that.  The 

company has a very focused 2020 strategic plan6 to restructure and realign the business while expanding offerings through acquisitions. 

While these foundational efforts should be the primary focus, we believe there is an opportunity to incorporate digital initi atives with buyers and 

customers. Millennials aren’t just making purchase decisions within the B2C space - as of 2017, over 70% of millennials being involved in product or 

service purchase decision-making at their companies7. As digital natives, they will naturally bring their consumer habits to this space and the companies 

that serve up the digital experiences they expect will be the ones poised to win.
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HIGH STRETCH AND LOW DSI
Companies with strong DSI in which growth is expected to accelerate the most, but are at risk of disappointing 

due to weak digital fundamentals

STRETCH GROWTH

DSI

COMPANY DSI
GROWTH 

STRETCH %

RITE AID CORP. 58 31.7%

BUNGE LTD 2 1.4%

CRAFT BREW ALLIANCE INC 41 0.2%

Rite Aid, the third largest drugstore chain in the United States, has had a very tumultuous past couple of years. Between a failed me rger with 

Walgreens in 2017 and the recent termination of the Albertsons acquisition in 2018, Rite Aid now needs to focus less on poten tial partners and more on 

it’s own brand and digital growth. Luckily, before the merger and acquisition focus, the retailer was at the forefront of uti lizing digital technology to 

create an enhanced shopping experience. In 2016, Rite Aid launched the largest installment of beacon technology in a retail s etting, partnering with 

inMarket to deliver ecommerce-style personalizing to shoppers who are in the store. That, coupled with a DSI score that’s in -line with our retailer 

average of 60, shows that they certainly aren’t lagging in the space. However, a focused effort on digital innovation is crit ical to continue to set itself 

apart from key competitors in the space and reduce the growth stretch percentage.
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To better understand the digital strength intricacies within the Consumer Staples category itself we 

analyzed data on over 300 brands across 39 peer groups to better understand who is showing digital 

leadership and resilience and who may benefit from focusing more on their digital ecosystem.

While the brands evaluated are by no means a comprehensive list it was interesting to understand within 

some of the larger companies which brands have a significantly stronger digital foothold than others and 

what qualities are setting them up for success. Each of the brands were evaluated individually within their 

peer group to eliminate any biases across categories to provide the most impartial evaluation possible.

21

LEADERS AND 

LAGGARDS



LEADERS / LAGGARDS BY DIRECT PEER GROUP
Consumer Staples Retailers

LEADERDSI vs Average for Peer GroupLAGGARD

22

Convenience Stores

Grocery Stores

Drug Stores

QUIKSTOP

FOODSCO

NAVARRO

WAWA

PUBLIX

WALGREENS

-7.5 13.9

-8.9 11.6

-6.2 23.3

CASEY'S GENERAL STORE, CIRCLEK, KWIKSHOP, LOAFNJUG, QUIKSTOP, TOM THUMB, 

TURKEY HILL MINIT MARKETS, WAWA

CVS PHARMACY, NAVARRO, RITE AID, WALGREENS

BAKERS, CITYMARKET, COPPS, CUB, DILLONS, FOOD LION, FOOD4LESS, FOODSCO, FRYSFOOD, GERBES, 

HANNAFORD, HARRIS TEETER, HEB, JAYC FOODS, JEWEL OSCO, KING SOOPERS, KROGER, MARIANOS, 

METRO MARKET, OWENSMARKET, PAY-LESS, PICK 'N SAVE, PUBLIX, QUALITY FOOD CENTERS, RALPHS, 

SAFEWAY, SMITH’S, SPROUTS FARMERS MARKET, STOP & SHOP, WEGMANS

Brands Evaluated
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LEADERS / LAGGARDS BY DIRECT PEER GROUP
Household Staples

LEADERDSI vs Average for Peer GroupLAGGARD
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Detergent & 

Fabric Softener

Paper Towels

Facial Tissues

Dish Soap

Diapers

AJAX LAUNDRY

SPARKLE

PUFFS

PALMOLIVE

LUVS

TIDE DETERGENT

KLEENEX

KLEENEX

DAWN DISH SOAP

PAMPERS

-8.0 11.9

-6.2 14.1

-3.8 4.2

-5.7 8.0

-2.1 2.1

AJAX LAUNDRY, ARIEL, ARM & HAMMER, DOWNY, DREFT, GAIN DETERGENT, IVORY SNOW, OXI CLEAN, 

SUAVITEL, TIDE DETERGENT, XTRA

GOODNITES, HUGGIES DIAPERS, LUVS, PAMPERS, PULL-UPS

CASCADE CLEAN, DAWN DISH SOAP, PALMOLIVE

KLEENEX, PUFFS

BOUNTY TOWELS, BRAWNY, KLEENEX, SCOTT BRAND, SPARKLE, VIVA TOWELS

Pet Food
ARM & HAMMER 

ANIMAL NUTRITION
HILL’S-7.7 10.0

ARM & HAMMER ANIMAL NUTRITION, BLUE BUFFALO, CESAR, DIAMOND, EUKANUBA, FRESHPET, HILL’S, IAMS, 

MILO'S KITCHEN, NATURAL BALANCE, NATURE'S RECIPE, NUTRO, PEDIGREE, PURINA, ROYAL CANIN

Brands Evaluated

THE DIGITAL STRENGTH INDEX +

Toilet Paper COTTONELLE CHARMIN-2.9 2.9 CHARMIN, COTTONELLE

Other Home 

Cleaners
SOS CLOROX FEBREZE-7.5 11.5 FEBREZE, FORMULA 409, GREEN WORKS, KABOOM, MR. CLEAN, PINE-SOL, SOS CLOROX, SWIFFER



LEADERS / LAGGARDS BY DIRECT PEER GROUP
Personal Care

LEADERDSI vs Average for Peer GroupLAGGARD
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Body Wash & 

Deodorant

Soap

Oral Care

Haircare

Grooming

Feminine Hygiene

SPEED STICK

CAMAY

FIXODENT

FEKKAI

SCHICKHYDRO

OB-TAMPONS

AXE

IVORY

COLGATE

NEUTROGENA

BRAUN

ALWAYS

-5.8 9.4

-5.5 18.5

-6.8 6.9

-6.7 12.1

-5.4 3.2

ARRID, AXE, DEGREE DEODORANT, DOVE, OLD SPICE, SECRET DEODORANTS, SPEED STICK, SUAVE

ALWAYS, ALWAYS DISCREET, CARE FREE LINERS, KOTEX, OB-TAMPONS, PLAYTEX PLAY ON, POISE, 

REPHRESH, STAYFREE, TAMPAX

BRAUN, GILLETTE, OLD SPICE BARBER SHOP, SCHICKHYDRO, THE ART OF SHAVING

AVEDA, AVEENO, BATISTE, BUMBLE AND BUMBLE, CLAIROL, FEKKAI, GARNIER, HEAD & SHOULDERS, 

HERBAL ESSENCES, NEUTROGENA, PANTENE, REJOICE, SUAVE, VIVISCAL

COLGATE, CREST, FIXODENT, LISTERINE, ORAJEL, ORAL B, SENSODYNE, TOM'S OF MAINE

CAMAY, IRISH SPRING, IVORY, SOFTSOAP

Brands Evaluated
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LEADERS / LAGGARDS BY DIRECT PEER GROUP
Non-Alcoholic Beverages

LEADERDSI vs Average for Peer GroupLAGGARD
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Energy Drinks

Water

Sports Drinks

Soda

Juice

Enhanced Waters 

& Teas

AMP ENERGY

AQUAFINA

POWERADE

IBC ROOT BEER

ODWALLA

STRAIGHT UP TEA

MONSTER ENERGY

GLACEAU SMART WATER

GATORADE

COCA-COLA

NAKED JUICE

LIPTON

-5.4 10.7

-6.8 14.9

-6.2 6.6

-6.0 6.0

3.8

AMP ENERGY, BURN, FULL THROTTLE ENERGY DRINK, MONSTER ENERGY, NOS, RELENTLESS ENERGY 

DRINK

BAI BEVERAGES, BRISK, FUZE ICED TEAS, GOLD PEAK BEVERAGES, HONEST TEA, LIPTON, PROPEL, 

PURE LEAF, SOBE, STRAIGHT UP TEA, VITAMIN WATER, ZICO COCONUT WATER

CAPRI SUN, KNUDSEN JUICES, KOOL-AID, MINUTE MAID, NAKED JUICE, ODWALLA, SIMPLY ORANGE JUICE, 

TROPICANA, V8 JUICE

7 UP, A&W ROOT BEER, BARQS, CANADA DRY, COCA-COLA, CRUSH SODA, DIET COKE, DR PEPPER, FANTA, 

FRESCA, HANSENS, IBC ROOT BEER, IZZE, MELLO YELLO, MOUNTAIN DEW, ORANGINA, PEPSI, SIERRA MIST, 

SPRITE, SQUIRT, SURGE

GATORADE, POWERADE

AQUAFINA, DASANI WATER, GLACEAU SMART WATER

Brands Evaluated
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LEADERS / LAGGARDS BY DIRECT PEER GROUP
Alcoholic Beverages

LEADERDSI vs Average for Peer GroupLAGGARD
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Beer

Wine

Whiskey

Vodka

Tequila

Hard Soda & Cider

MILWAUKEE’S BEST LIGHT

TOM GORE VINEYARDS

COLLINGWOOD WHISKEY

FINLANDIA VODKA

CASA NOBLE TEQUILA

SMITH & FORGE HARD CIDER

MILLER LITE

BLACK BOX WINES

JACK DANIEL’S

SVEDKA VODKA

HERRADURA TEQUILA

ANGRY ORCHARD

-7.8 11.6

-6.5 14.6

-4.6 3.3

-4.7 20.0

-9.0 13.6

-0.2 0.2

BLUE MOON BREWING COMPANY, CARLING, COLORADO NATIVE, COORS BEER, COORS LIGHT BEER, 

FOSTERS BEER, GEORGE KILLIAN'S, HENRY WEINHARD'S, ICEHOUSE, KEYSTONE LIGHT BEER 

025 LEINE KUGEL, MILLER HIGH LIFE, MILLER LITE, MILLER64, MILWAUKEE'S BEST LIGHT, MODELO, 

MOLSON CANADIAN, PACIFICO CLARA, PERONI, PILSNER URQUELL, SAMUEL ADAMS, STAROPRAMEN

ANGRY ORCHARD, CRISPIN CIDER, HENRY'S HARD SODA, REDD’S, REDD'S WICKED, 

SMITH & FORGE HARD CIDER

CASA NOBLE TEQUILA, EL JIMADOR, HERRADURA TEQUILA

FINLANDIA VODKA, SVEDKA VODKA

BLACK VELVET, CANADIAN MIST, COLLINGWOOD WHISKY, COOPERS' CRAFT, EARLY TIMES, 

GLENGLASSAUGH, JACK DANIEL’S, OLD FORESTER, WOODFORD RESERVE

ARBOR MIST, BLACK BOX WINES, BLACKSTONE WINERY, CLOS DU BOIS, ESTANCIA VINEYARDS, 

FRANCISCAN ESTATE WINERY, HOGUE CELLARS, KIM CRAWFORD WINES, MANISCHEWITZ, MARK WEST 

WINES, MEIOMI, RAVAGE WINES, RAVENSWOOD WINERY, RED GUITAR WINERY, REX-GOLIATH WINERY, 

ROBERT MONDAVI, ROSATELLO WINES, RUFFINO, SAVED WINES, SELAKS WINES, SIMI WINERY, SONOMA-

CUTRER, THE PRISONER WINE CO., TOASTED HEAD WINERY, TOM GORE VINEYARDS, WILD HORSE WINERY, 

WOODBRIDGE

Brands Evaluated
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LEADERS / LAGGARDS BY DIRECT PEER GROUP
Food

LEADERDSI vs Average for Peer GroupLAGGARD
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Candy/Chocolate

Frozen Pizza

Coffee – Single Cup

Chips

Cereal

BROOKSIDE

JACK’S FROZEN PIZZA

TULLYS COFFEE

SNYDER’S OF HANOVER

KIX CEREAL

HERSHEY’S

CALIFORNIA PIZZA 

KITCHEN - CPK

STARBUCKS

PRINGLES

QUAKER OATS

-7.1 12.1

-6.2 21.3

-3.9 18.5

-5.6 14.1

BROOKSIDE, CADBURY, GHIRARDELLI, HERSHEY’S, KITKAT, LINDT, SOUR PATCH KIDS, SWEETARTS, 

TOBLERONE, TOOTSIE ROLL

ALL-BRAN, CAP'N CRUNCH, CASCADIAN FARM, CHEERIOS, CHEX, CINNAMON TOAST CRUNCH, FIBER ONE, 

FROOT LOOP’S, FROSTED FLAKES, FROSTED MINI WHEATS, KASHI CEREAL, KIX CEREAL, LUCKY CHARMS, 

QUAKER OATS, RICE KRISPIES, SPECIAL K, TOTAL CEREAL, WHEATIES

CAPE COD, KETTLE, POPCHIPS, PRINGLES, RUFFLES, SNYDER'S OF HANOVER, TERRA

CARIBOU COFFEE, DUNKIN' DONUTS, FOLGERS COFFEE, GLORIA JEAN’S, GREEN MOUNTAIN COFFEE, 

KEURIG, STARBUCKS, TULLYS COFFEE

CALIFORNIA PIZZA KITCHEN – CPK, DIGIORNO, FRESCHETTA, HOMERUN INN PIZZA, JACK'S FROZEN PIZZA, 

RED BARON, TOMBSTONE PIZZA, TONY'S PIZZA, TOTINOS

Soup IMAGINE CREATIONS ANNIE’S HOMEGROWN-7.7 7.5
AMY'S KITCHEN, ANNIE'S HOMEGROWN, CAMPBELL'S SOUP, HEALTHY CHOICE ENTREES, IMAGINE 

CREATIONS, PACIFIC FOODS, PROGRESSO

Brands Evaluated
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Yogurt LA YOGURT CHOBANI-8.9 11.4 ACTIVIA, BREYERS, CHOBANI, DANNON, FAGE, GO-GURT, LA YOGURT, LALA, OIKOS, STONYFIELD, YOPLAIT

Energy & Nutrition 

Bars
FOODSHOULDTASTEGOOD RX BAR-9.1 11.2

BELVITA, CLIF BAR, EPIC BAR, FIBER ONE, FOODSHOULDTASTEGOOD, KASHI, KIND, LARABAR, NATURE 

VALLEY, NUTRI-GRAIN, RX BAR, SPECIAL K

-6.5 18.1



L A N D S C A P E
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As the industry evolves at a faster pace, large players are finding they’re simply not agile enough to compete against catego ry and market disruptors. These niche players, who evolved 

and built their business models as digital natives, leveraged their ability to be nimble to take greater risks with product i nnovation and distribution. As of 2018, mergers and acquisitions 

in the Consumer Staples industry has reached a 15 year high -- and is not expected to slow down anytime soon. It’s a win-win. These larger, legacy companies have the infrastructure 

and operations that can support these smaller players who have an established and trusted brand in the e -commerce space. Online sales are only going to increase, and gaining that 

share of spending is critical for sustainable growth while becoming more relevant with a shifting demographics and needs.

LEGACY CONSUMER STAPLES BEHEMOTHS ARE 

ACTIVELY FINDING WAYS TO GROW AND TAKE BACK 

MARKET SHARE 
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OCTOBER 2017

Conagra buys Angie’s 

Boomchicapop for 

$250M9

MAY 2018

General Mills buys Blue 

Buffalo for $8B12

AUGUST 2017

Albertsons buys Plated 

for $300M8

DECEMBER 2017

Unilever buys TAZO tea 

for $384M10

MAY 2018

Nestle purchases 

Starbucks’ retail products 

for $7.15B13

DECEMBER 2017

Campbell Soup Company 

acquires Pacific Foods 

for $700M11

JULY 2018

Proctor & Gamble 

acquires First Aid Beauty 

for $250M14

AUGUST 2018

PepsiCo buys 

SodaStream for $3.2B15



Over 50% of consumers are willing to spend money to save time when shopping16, making 

on-demand services that provide instant gratification the new normal across the board.

While the Amazon acquisition of Whole Foods certainly increased the urgency for traditional 

grocery stores to “step up their digital game,” the overall consumer need for a more 

personalized and convenient experience with grocers has been a long time coming. But, it’s 

not a one-size-fits-all solution. It’s expensive, daunting and difficult for conventional chains to 

offer home delivery, as it requires significant shifts in store operations and layouts. And, there 

are no guarantees grocers who make significant shifts will see incremental revenue, 

especially by the time changes are implemented.

To that end, conventional, retail grocers are testing as much as possible, making calculated 

bets to try solutions that are going to give them the competitive edge with consumers in their 

markets, both behind the scenes to drive operational efficiency as well as public facing to 

improve the ever evolving customer experience. 

Scan & Go 

Waiting in long lines at checkout is a top 

consumer pain point. To facilitate a faster 

experience, grocers are testing different kinds of 

contactless technology. Amazon Go is a clear 

leader in the space, but competitors, such as 

Kroger with their “Scan, Bag, Go” concept rolling 

out to 400 stores in 201817 and Dollar General 

piloting a scan and go app in Nashville18, aren’t 

far behind.

In-store Robotics

To alleviate common problems such as out-of-

stock items and floor hazards, several grocers 

across the country are testing aisle-scanning 

robots. From Mary the Robot at Food Lion19, to 

Tally at Schnucks20, these robots automate 

manual tasks to allow employees time and 

energy to focus more on providing superior 

customer service.

Smart Home Integration

Recent patents filed by Walmart that outline the 

management of smart appliances using 

blockchain technology suggest a new wave of 

IoT that supports a smart home environment 

with automated monitoring and re-ordering22.

TRADITIONAL, CONVENTIONAL GROCERY STORES NEED 

TO SPEED UP THEIR TRANSFORMATION TO SURVIVE

Speedy Home Delivery

Fast home delivery is widely available in most 

markets, with Instacart and other third-party 

solutions continually gaining traction every day. 

But, to truly elevate the on-demand experience 

grocers are looking to enhanced technology to 

gain a competitive edge. In August, Kroger 

unveiled a pilot of driverless delivery vehicles in 

AZ with Nuro to expand it’s same day delivery 

capabilities21, launching a potential delivery 

game-changer for the industry.
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Simplification of Choice

Companies who reduce the overwhelming burden of choice within the category are gaining 

serious traction. Brandless is a good example of this. While it’s still a brand the products 

are kept at a low price point of $3 each thanks to direct to consumer e-comm channels and 

have product attributes that appeal to selective consumers who are looking for organic, 

non-GMO and cruelty-free products.

Transparency Creates Authenticity

Buzzwords from “natural” to “clean” have created confusion and distrust with consumers, as 

they often don’t mean much and can’t be proven or quantified. Brands are recognizing they 

can’t rely on these kinds of labels and are instead communicating with simple language and 

using a “less is more” mentality. When companies are clear about what they believe in and 

how they actually put those beliefs into practice they can transition from offering functional 

benefits to making real emotional connections with their consumers.

SIMPLIFICIATION, AUTHENTICITY AND TRANSPARENCY 

ARE CRITICAL FOR BRANDS TO CONNECT WITH 

CONSUMERS 

Between the shift in shopper demographics, the evolution of digital communication, and the 

increase in brands across all categories, the Consumer Staples industry is a crowded and noisy 

space to live. Brand conversations are unlimited and chaotic and brand owners know they need 

to be present at every possible touchpoint to manage perceptions and ensure their products fit 

seamlessly into their consumers’ lives.

Digital transformation has created an opportunity to create more of a personality for brands. No 

longer do consumers rely on a picture on the front of a box and nutrition labels. Brands can now 

connect with their customers to highlight everything from how products are used, to what positive 

impact the brand has beyond sustenance. These lifestyle integrations are critical, as they create 

an authentic brand personality that can be woven into every customer conversation and create 

preference and loyalty that naturally translates into advocacy with the intended audience.

49% of Millennials and 44% of Gen Xers will pay a premium for food that offers benefits beyond 

basic nutrition23, making it imperative for brands to highlight these benefits in communication. 

Wellness initiatives and environmental concerns are only becoming more important for brands to 

highlight where appropriate in their communications and interactions with customers.
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Digital strength may be the most 

important determinant of business 

health and future growth not being 

measured or managed by enterprises 

today. Managing against this measure 

is essential for all businesses that want 

to grow—if not survive.

Not only do we believe companies should be tracking 

their Digital Strength, they should also approach digital 

the same way that digital businesses do: build digital 

scale and strength before pursuing monetization. All 

too many traditional corporations make the mistake of 

applying the same metrics and hurdle rates to digital 

as they do to their other channels.

Companies should rethink how they develop business 

cases for possible digital investments.

To properly account for the disproportionate impact 

of digital on future revenues and shareholder 

value, companies might want to value digital 

revenue and digitally-influenced revenue higher 

than traditional channels. 

They need to consider whether a loss of market 

share is an indication that they are not investing 

enough in digital. Few business cases include the 

cost of doing nothing, but they should. 
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CONTACT

300 East Randolph

Suite 4000

Chicago, IL 

60601

1 (800) 700 0098

info@us-isobar.com

117011 Lincoln Avenue 

PMB 73

Parker, CO 

80134

1 (877) 874 8628

info@alpha-dna.com

Your digital 

transformation 

starts here:
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